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Yukon on the slipway at Goat Island
Built of oak in 1930 the privately owned Danish sailing ship Yukon was rescued by
Australian shipwright David Nash and his Danish wife Ea Lassen from the bottom of
a harbour near Copenhagen.
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YEARLY REPORT 2013 - 2014
What a year it has been too.
December 2013 …
The Hal Harper Award’s Dinner. Over 80 diners present.
Raffle 1st and 2nd prizes, two glorious hampers put together by Heather and Phil
Turvey.
Hal Harper Award was the story of the boat builder, the cartoonist and the wardrobe. The 2013 Award winner was Kevin Isle.
Quirky skilfully produced detailed drawings expounding the virtues of each entrant, wardrobes and all.

January 2014
Peter Gossell spoke about battery magic, Next Jamie Snodgrass demonstrated
some ‘Computer Magic’ to do with web page access to Wooden Boat literature
and photos.

February …
Sally Ostlund gave a presentation on Mystic Seaport, located in the New England
area of the U.S.A. in Connecticut.
First meeting of stake holders for the Classic and Wooden Boat Festival 2016 at
the ANMM.
We had the Bantry Bay Raft Up, and bar-b-que with 8 WBA boats.
Plus 2 Sydney Heritage Fleet vessels, Boomerang, and Protex and Peter Webb of
Afloat fame with his boat.

March …
Peter Smith gave a lively talk on canals in Europe.

April …
Grant Holmes treated us to a talk and slide show entitled Building a House of
Dreams.”
Over the Easter long weekend, WBA had the pleasure of attending the ‘Lake
Macquarie Boatfest,’ in Toronto. Represented by 7 WBA boats, and gaining two
new members, including a replica of an 11th Century Caravel, named Notorious.
Monday 16 members and guests of WBA gathered at Bar-b-que area at Wangi
Point. Afterwards a quiet cruise towards the Sand Islands, and back to Wangi.

May …
John Wood spoke on the history of the WBA – and it is hoped we can get it all in
Scuttlebutt one day, for those of us who were unable to attend.

June …
Members were entertained by Kevin Isle with a presentation on recycling
scrapped wardrobes into classic boats.
27th, 28th, 29th of June was the Working with Wood Show, held at the Homebush
Show Grounds. Show attendance was up on last year too.
WBA was represented by 4 boats, and an array of models and Quirky sketches.
Plus the famous team of Curtis and Smith – steamers extraordinaire.
We gained seven new memberships.

July …
Mr. Hugh Lander of the Sydney Heritage Fleet talked about the museum’s history, aims and objectives, from the very beginning’s as a Steamship Museum to
its currant incarnation as the Fleet.
Hugh has offered to make the Fleet’s Shipyard at Rozelle available once more for
a tour by our members.
Date to be advised.

August …
We were ALL encouraged to ware our best Hawaiian shirts. Betty and Peter
Gossell took us for a brief voyage on the good ship Californian.

September …
The WBA enjoyed a presentation by Bruce Stannard, brother of our immediate
past President Alan Stannard.
(Bruce has been a regular contributor to the Afloat magazine, and is featured
once more in the most recent edition).
Bruce spoke on the subject of Varg, a beautiful replica of an original 1924 Johan
Anker 8 metre yacht.

October …

November …
Eureka!!! We have a date!!!
My euphoria is based on the fact that at our recent meeting, chaired by the

Cover photo
Yukon on the slipway at Goat Island
Almost by arrangement for the visit by the WBA, Ken
Travers and Colin McPherson were able to have a large
wooden vessel on the slips. Built of oak in 1930 the
privately owned Danish sailing ship Yukon was rescued by
Australian shipwright David Nash and his Danish wife Ea
Lassen from the bottom of a harbour near Copenhagen.
After five years restoration and years entertaining guests
on European waterways, the Nash family with their two sons departed to
circumnavigate the globe, bringing their ship to the calm waters of the Huon
River in Tasmania.
David Nash provided an interesting and entertaining presentation on the
restoration and subsequent charter engagements.
See www.yukon-tours.com.au/ for more information
Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s
only. The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at
such forums. Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility

October’s guest speaker was Peter Widders with a lively presentation on Red
King’s Voyage – the building of a 19 foot long strip-planked sea kayak. Peter
described the construction of the vessel, and the problems / solutions encountered along the way.
He also brought along said kayak, so that we had a better feel for the thing, as
many of us muck about in slightly larger craft.
Peter’s power-point display went without a hitch, and wouldn’t you know it, with
all the hassles we have had of late, the moment the projector and computer were
switched on, they began talking to each other. Needless to say, we let sleeping
dogs lie.
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The work Peter has done on his kayak is quite amazing, with some beautiful
joinery on the deck area from different coloured wood. However, peter
pointed out that the kayak was a working vessel, and while he put a lot of
effort into its looks, he still expects it to perform.
Well done Peter and son, we look forward to regular updates on your voyages,
one of which he filmed and offered to us as part of his presentation.

of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such
risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees
whether to commence or continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
Printed by Power Colour Pty Ltd, 106 Grose Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 A.B.N. 58 066 215 021

Scan the QR code to go the WBA of NSW Inc. on
the web and follow the links to Scuttlebutt, Hal
Harpur Award and more useful information
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ANMM, concerning the CLASSIC AND WOODEN BOAT FESTIVAL - 2016, it
was agreed by those attending that the date for the next festival shall be 5th
and 6th March 2016.
So please place this in your diaries, as we, the Wooden Boat Association of
N.S.W. shall be there.
I am pleased to say that we are the first to gazette this event, (publicly) so
more on this subject in the future.
*
*
*
Following the AGM at our November meeting saw Chris Goddard deliver a talk
and slide presentation on the effects of lightning on a wooden boat. This was
part of our on-going educational series.
Chris talked about the first hand experience of having his boat struck by lightning and how he was able to tell that something major had happened by all
the tell-tale signs left onboard. Punched out nails, inner hull pieces on the
floor, not on the sides as he last remembered them etc.
There were a number of photos to show the extent of the damage and it
looked quite severe. His boat also suffered damage at the water line, and he
had some sound advice to help us protect our vessels from the dreaded lightning.
He was especially grateful that he wasn’t onboard when it all happened.
My old adage has always been …
If you can hear it – fear it,
If you can see it – flee it.
Thanks to Chris for an entertaining talk, as many members said afterwards, that
they had learnt a lot from the information he provided. A few charts and fact
sheets helped it all along.
From the members present, we also heard of some other first hand experiences, which helped us all feel a little less comfortable in a thunderstorm.
Perhaps the best place to be in a storm is in the yacht club bar.
In typing this report I am still in mind of the recent Timber Boat Festival in
Pittwater held at the Royal Motor Yacht Club of Broken Bay. The event was
well attended by our Association and the Halversen Association members with
a number of other beautiful and classic vessels on hand. In total 69 vessels
took part, including one steam launch and our WBA stand.
Public attendance appeared down a bit, but that is just my own observation, I
hope the figures
were in fact better
for our friends in the
Wooden Boat Division of the RMYC. I
suspect that the
down turn, if any,
was due to the
weather, which was,
to say the least,
fickle.
The Saturday morning started hot and
blustery from the
northwest, and just
got
worse
from
there. We had no
less than 3 thunderstorms make their
presence felt with
the 1st passing to the south of us, but still sending thunder, lightening and rain
to a point directly overhead in one instance.
The next passed to the
north of us, sending a
squall at us from the
northwest, with just a
smattering of rain. Then
came the straggler, right
down the middle of the
other two, and very
close to us, so close in
fact that we had the lull
before the storm and
the intense down draft
at the back of the cell.
No light at the end of
the tunnel there, just a
RMYC at 3:13pm
blasting beacon.
Most of you know of my
fascination
with
all
things
thunderstormish, however, when I
found myself hanging
onto a 3 metre tent to
stop it becoming air
born in the middle of
horizontal rain, thunder
and lightning, I began
to question the logic of
such an activity. I believe I recalled, from my
sailing school teaching
days, that the best place
RMYC at 5:35pm
to be during a thunder-

storm was in the clubhouse bar, which I could
see, tantalisingly, to my
right, just across the carpark and so I had to just
dream of the moment I
could get there.
All that aside, our members and those on other
vessels certainly had a
good time, and came
away with a few stories
to tell about weird
weather.
Sally and I manned the
stand for the duration
and the vessels attending were –

Fran & Rob Hardy relaxing on Matang

ANTARES at the RMYC
ANTARES – Susan & Ken Travis
MONTE CRISTO
– Gino Coia
LYNDENNE – Carol & Tom Hughes
MATANG – Fran & Rob Hardy
ONRUSH
– Cavan Lenaghan & John Rasmussen
And former member vessel – WOEN, now a member of the Steamboat Assoc.
We also secured two new members, paid in full, and 3 more who I trust will send
their forms in with their dues in the coming weeks.
Our thanks to those who made it all happen at the RMYC; the management; the
staff; the members and the excellent team Miles Felstead put together from the
Wooden Boat Division of the RMYC. We were made to feel very welcome – thank
you.
Not long before this event, our very own Ken Travis put together a visit and barbeque at Goat Island, complete with guided tour. A total of 46 members and
friends attended as guests of the shipyard, and were treated to an out of water
view of YUKON, a Danish fishing ketch, restored in Denmark, and sailed to Australia and now residing in Tasmania.
After the tour of the shipyard, we were treated to a guided tour of the Island
followed by an excellent barbeque meal cooked by our very own Master Chef, Sir
Rob Hardy, last sausage turning champion of 2014. My thanks go to Ken for all
the work done behind the scenes to make this event possible especially the organization and the catering. My thanks also to the parents and grandparents of
the children who attended, as it made the whole occasion more of a family affair.
To the shipyard on Goat Island, thankyou, I know everyone had an enjoyable and
educational time there, so we should do this again next year, yes?
Our next meeting is fast approaching, and it is our Christmas function, which will
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Plus visit an adjacent Men’s Shed.
I thank the out going committee of 2013 - 2014 and welcome the new committee of 2014 – 2015 together with our newest Committee member, Peter
Widders and also the members for without your support we could not continue to be a force to be reckoned with.
Fair weather and smooth sailing.
Ross

Three New Members




Robert Fuller of Westleigh, who has a 4.6 metre Chesapeake
light craft pocketship
Tony Clarke of Greenwich, the owner of a 66 ft, 1932
Martindale motor sailer
Stephen Bochner from Bayview, who has a 7.7 metre
Halvorsen cruiser.

WBA members and guests on Goat Island

from Brian Hunter

THE PITTWATER REPORT

The RMYC Timber Boat Festival was a resounding success again this year all
berths were taken and late arrivals could not be accommodated. This will no
doubt be the norm so if you intend to enter your vessel next year, get in early.
The weather was fine for the most part except for two
vicious northerly squalls with heavy rain late on Saturday afternoon. The only
damage I observed was a damaged sun awning aboard FARE THEE WELL.
Other Association boats in attendance were MONTE CRISTO, SIRIUS, PATSEY,
MATANG, TOUCHWOOD, LYNDENNE, UTIEKAH II, ONRUSH, SYLVIA, SALACIA
II, SANDERLING.
Other news on The Pittwater, the 6 metre SOJOURN was relaunched after a
long rebuild at Sydney Wooden Boats and the 6 metre YEOMAN is nearing
completion after a total rebuild. The interior is complete, the plywood deck
laid and the cockpit combings and margins are in place. A new Assocation
yacht the 42' Swanson TAWARRI is undergoing a refit with the mast out being
refurbished and re rigged. I am a little out of touch with news so if there is
anything else I have missed a phone call (0417208830) or email
bhunter1947@hotmail .com would be appreciated.
Happy sailing.

Grant Holmes at the Goat Is BBQ, “going back for seconds”
be dinner as usual at our monthly meetings at member’s own expense down
stairs, followed by the meeting up stairs. The committee has paid for a bartender from 07:15 PM to 08:15 PM on the night, and will provide a cheese
platter and snacks to follow the meeting. This occasion is also our Hal Harper
Awards night, and following all this, we will end early, so feel free to stick
around, enjoy the snacks and chat with your fellow members.
We are still in need of a Vice President. The role does not entail too much
work at all, mainly give up a
Monday night, usually the one
following our Association’s
monthly meeting, sit in on
discussions about our association, and assist in the decision
making process.
Everyone that becomes involved in the committee brings
with them his or her own personal take on things, and the
committee grows, the Association grows, and we continue
on as a force to be reckoned
with and an association that
has a lot to offer its members.
I look forward to seeing you
there,
Finally – we have coming up
–
December 6th …
BBQ – Quarantine Reserve at
Ken Travers was quite intrigued with our
Abbotsford,

guide’s footwear
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Next Meeting Tuesday December 9th
Hal Harpur Award
4 nominations received three vessels and a
marine artefact
Judging in progress

Based on a series of highly popular articles written
for Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection
recalls some of the incidents the author has survived
in over half a century of messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these
escapades from around the world and they will bring a
wry smile to any boaters lips. The
author’s wonderfully witty cartoons
help bring these anecdotes to life.
All these stories are true so WBA
member Alan Williams writes under
a pen name so that his architectural
clients do not think they are
entrusting their work to a seagoing
Mr Bean. Copies are available from Boat Books in Crows
Nest at $24.95 or less on Amazon. WBA members can get
copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.
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Confessions of an amateur
On the way to refurbishing Harpoon - Part 2
by
This year’s May issue of Scuttlebutt featured an article I wrote
about my personal circumstances which led to the start of
Harpoon’s refurbishment.

on which my family and I can have some good fun and
on the opposite end is my deep desire to do the best
job my capabilities and finances could possibly
produce.

Purchasing is another issue for me; extensively
renovating a 26 foot timber boat at the back of a
Wilfred Pirotta paddock 75km away from the Pacific Ocean with its
multitude of convenient harbours, jetties, slipways and
all the related industry which goes with it, is not
exactly the best real estate one could aspire for when
planning and executing such an endeavour. Yes I know that once again,
internet shopping should come to the rescue; I’m not sure about you fellow
boaties but as far as I’m concerned I find it just about impossible

Shelf for Wash Basin

Hull preparation
At the time, a number of friends commented that they enjoyed the story
portrayed in the article and that they would look forward to the next
instalment. Almost six months have passed since then so for those who are
eager to know how I’m travelling, or should I say “sailing”, here it is.
When I started the project, I was surprised by how much information one could
find on the subject matter of wooden boats such as articles, homemade videos
and chat room discussions, at the font of all wisdom namely the WWW.
Nonetheless
I
encountered the same
problem all along; the
material available was
either
way
too
technical for my needs
(remember I’m only an
amateur) or it would
only apply to some
multi-millionaire
yachtsman
with
unlimited resources, or
it lacked the basic
details which I required
to get a particular job
done. Variety was also
a problem; tens of
videos about caulking
Shaping cabin beam knee in workshop
or fibreglass repairs
using
marine
ply
patches but not much about say, how to assess the integrity of a carvel hull.
With several house renos under my tradies belt, spanning a period of around
thirty odd years and always on a part time basis, the only boating material I was
really familiar with was marine plywood. For some reason still unbeknown to
me to this very day, I
found it quite difficult to
make up my mind on
what I initial thought
would be simple choices
like “What glue to use;
polyurethane or epoxy?”
“What paint; one part or
two parts?”
“What
fasteners, silicon bronze
or just go for the
familiar galvanised?” I
also had and still have
for that matter, a
constant mental tug of
war; on one end of the
imaginary rope is my
longing to own a very
Installed beam knee
average wooden boat

to buy something without seeing it and touching it, so a physical
visit to a chandlery is a must. Even then, sometimes the
packaging comes in the way and I have no alternative but to ask
permission from the shop assistant to carefully open the
cardboard box or plastic bag to enable that final ‘magnifying
glass’ inspection. Unfortunately the conundrum is that when
one still holds a full time job and hence the weekend is the only
time available to work on the boat, one would not be inclined to
battle Sydney’s notorious traffic and waste half a precious day
just to shop
for a couple
of
stainless
steel hinges
or a handful
of screws.
When asked
how the boat
is going, I
a l w a y s
respond,
“I
think
it’s
going OK!” I
say
that
because deep
down, I’m still
quite anxious
that
some
unforseen
a
n
d

Opening for cabin window
unsurmountable problem could emerge from nowhere leaving me with no
option but to adopt my brother’s resolution, namely to strike a match and start
the most expensive bon fire I ever had on my property. As I write however, I’m
pleased to report that the construction of the cabin complete with a large Vberth, galley and separate toilet/shower compartment, the pilot house and the
cockpit is all but complete. I have also started some finishing work, namely
staining
the
marine ply and
applying the first
of many coats of
marine
varnish
just to protect raw
surfaces from the
weather.
My
initial
thoughts
were
that
my
craftsmanship
would never be
good enough to
have a varnish
finish but as time
went by, I came to
convince
myself
that painting the
new marine ply
would defeat the
purpose of having
Modelling instrument panel and wheel
a timber boat in
the first place. I am now so pleased that I opted for  continued on page 8
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THE CAIRNS REPORT
from Chris & Gilli Dicker
Our editor has been more than
generous in allowing material
across his desk and into our
wooden boat publication which
has nothing or very little to do
with wooden boats. It may be
time to get back to basics and
what could be more basic than
the dugout canoe. I hear all you
flashy people groaning, you with
your strip plank and glass, vacuum bagging, cold moulding, splining and
heaven forbid....plywood. All these vessels are made out of a material called
wasatree. Now, a dugout canoe is made from the material called isatree. We
have a chap in our marina who spent many years on a small island called
Takani Island near Bougainville; he had or had dealings with a dugout canoe in
which was fitted a Gardner diesel engine. His name is Brian Darcy and he is 86
years old and still
lives on his Roberts
ketch. We see him
often but never if it
is blowing over 20
knots. He is so
slight he would
almost certainly be
blown away.
Now the dugout
canoe must seem
like the primitive of
primitive
vessels
but I think that is
far from the truth.
For a start just to
Motorina Island
dig the timber out
of a tree trunk
enough to float a couple of people with very basic tools must be a job and a
half let alone to give it any shape. A very new atypical canoe came alongside in
the Louisiades, it was newly carved out of a New Guinea rosewood tree and a
beautiful job, no paint.' How long did that take to build', 'How long' is about
the worst question you can ask an islander. They have no concept of 'how
long.' About a week hard work he said. If you don’t have a canoe you don’t eat
in this place; you can't get to your garden and you can't fish so a vessel of
some kind is essential. As you travel east through the Louisiade Archipelago
there is quite a difference in the dugout. They go from a common knockabout
canoe about 14 feet long with a full outrigger and a single paddle at the
western end to a very long sleek vessel with no outrigger at all and often a
double paddle at the eastern end.

into the keel as us modern builders would do. These boats are true double
enders as they sail in either direction but I will say a stem and sternpost is
fitted. A very wide hand sawn garboard is then fitted and these days, wonder of
wonders, is usually copper roved. A second very wide plank is then offered up
and fastened the same way, clinker fashion. There is no power and no
mechanization, everything is done by hand. Sikaflex and glue does not seem to
have reached these backwaters, they use some kind of gum from a tree. They
all leak but that's life. They are born and grow up with their boats and the first
job they learn is bailing.
The sailing canoe has a substantial out rigger, although it would not be
considered so by our multihull designers. It is shaped from a solid log of a very

Panaete Island
buoyant timber. The outrigger is always to windward and has a delicate almost
aircraft like webbing of angled struts and frames joining it to the hull. There are
no fastenings, only lashing and even now you still see things lashed together
with 'bush string'. This is the bark of a vine that is often quartered off the vine
using a thumb nail. So casually do they do this you can't help realise how out of
touch we are.
These people can sail, for most there have never been engines, they can make a
boat talk.

The sailing canoe or sailau is a different beast altogether. There are plenty of
small knockabout sailing canoes to get the family about and there is the large
sailau of 30 feet or more long, which is a serious people and cargo mover.
These larger sailing canoes are built on an island called Paniette and for a price;
perhaps as much as 20 pigs (a pig is worth 500 kina, about $250 dollars) and 7
baggi, which is a string of very laboriously shaped shells.....and some money.
Our money is very much a token; at least you can eat their money! Pigs are only
offered up at feasts to celebrate weddings, funerals or other major events and
are obviously a sign of wealth.
The keel is cut out of a banana shaped log and hollowed out but still leaving
plenty of meat; it is set aside then to season for a while. A rebate (rabbit) is cut

Kamatal Island

Panaete Island
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The rig is close to a lateen with a big heavy boom at the foot of the sail, the
mast is cantered over
towards the outrigger.
When the boat is being
worked to windward it is
not tacked through the
wind
but
'shunted',
always
keeping
the
outrigger to weather.
When it is time to
change direction the
main sheet is released
and a man takes hold of
the end of the very large
and heavy bamboo
boom, he then virtually runs along the gun'l whereupon the sheet is secured to
the new stern and the tack likewise to the new bow. Because the boat actually
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stops at each change of direction there seems to
be less of a kafuffle than when 'some people' go
through a normal tack, we not only stop but often
go backwards! This also allows the helmsman to
carry his steering paddle, quite casually, and take
up his new position.
Bear in mind that these canoes can have 20 people
in them and their belongings. It is all a very quiet
operation, everyone confident in their knowledge
and place.

BUY SWAP and SELL

FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 2 for details.

FOR SALE

Free fiberglass dinghy - 8ft : floats-no leaks

New plywood dinghy with plans for conversion to
sail, antislip floor. It includes anchor, anchor rope,
oars , oarlocks, 2 fenders and a lifejacket. $ 1150.00
negotiable.
For more pics or info phone John Wagemans or
email: braeng@ihug.com.au

FOR SALE

HALVORSEN 25 Foot, Petarli. Built 1949 for original
Peter Widders 0481 583 794
pwidders@yahoo.com.au

FOR SALE

JARCAT 5 Catamaran Sailboat.

Hire Fleet. Chrysler 6 cylinder petrol engine.
Original Halvorsen Layout
Price: $35,000 Peter Mathews 0409 428 070 or
9879 5230

Nimoa and Hobuk Is.
Plywood, 2 adult berths, 2 child berths. Some
rot, needs fair bit of work. Aluminium mast and
boom, sails included. Registered tilt trailer with
some rust. Mariner 8hp LS outboard.
$5,000. Long suffering wife says extremely
negotiable.
David Verity 0407 1111 23

FOR SALE

Reluctantly decided to sell my 27’ Tumlaren
“Svalan”, as I have my eye on a smaller timber
boat. Designer: Knud Reimers (Sweden), built
1949 Tuncurry NSW by Alf Jahnsson, brown
beech timbers; white beech coach house;
spotted gum decks; Oregon spars
Mast stepped and coated with Coelan 5yrs ago,
still looks new, hull recently stripped and
painted, newly antifouled, new toerails, new
deck paint, new dynel on coach house roof and
after deck, pintels refurbished, new genoa,
fairly new main. Jib, storm jib and spinnaker
available.




8hp outboard available separately
full history available

Asking $10,000. Jim Rist 0417 268 952
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proudly showed it to my
dear wife, declaring that
I had wanted to own one
of these beauties for
years. Well I’m half way
through my project and
you guessed it, my
precious plane is still in
its original cardboard
box. I have found that
my
trusty
125mm
grinder fitted with a
rubber backing wheel
and numerous sanding
discs of various grit, have
so far achieved all the
tasks I needed to
accomplish in a safe and
reasonably
accurate
manner. “Shock horror” I
hear the shipwrights
amongst us murmuring
in unison.
Any takers for “Good on
you mate for having a
go”?

New transom knee
varnish; I will be the first
one to concede that
Harpoon will never be a
masterpiece in carpentry
or a showcase in cabinet
making but if only my
adventure would inspire
other armatures to have a
go, it would be worth all
the sweat and tears.

Conduit in column for wiring

I have to confess that I’m a
bit of a statistical tragic
and therefore I’m keeping
good
project records.
Indeed, family and friends
cannot comprehend my
love of spread sheets,
notwithstanding my ever
constant explanation that
my brain works in boxes
and when something is
not in its right box, I feel
completely lost.
I am
th erefore
able
to
accurately report that to
date, I have booked 467
hours on the project and
by the way, that takes into
account what I call the
Carline for side deck
“care factor”. Some days I
seem to spend more time
staring at the job at hand or looking around for hand tools rather than getting
things done. On such days, I could be on the boat for seven or eight hours, but
I would only book four or five on the spread sheet to compensate for my lack
of enthusiasm or energy or indeed it’s usually a combination of both.

Anchor well access

But this was not the confession I had in mind way before I even hit the first key
on my keyboard earlier this morning; well fellow members please bear with me
for a moment because this is hard. I know that one day the truth will come out
so I’d better say this sooner rather than later. I’m quite apprehensive though,
about the possible wrath I may have to endure when I front up for the next
monthly meeting at Gladesville. Well, at the start of the project I bought a
beautiful Stanley hand plane; I paid quite a pretty penny for it too as I did not
want a cheap import. I took my purchase home and taking it out of its box I

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2014
December 6
December 9

BBQ, Quarantine Reserve, Abbotsford
WBA Meeting, Hal Harpur Award presentation

NEXT YEAR 2015
January 13
February 6th to 9th
February 10
February 21st/22nd
February 21st/22nd
March 10
March 11th, 12th & 13th
April 3rd, 4th & 5th
April 14
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WBA meeting
Wooden Boat Festival, Hobart, Tasmania
WBA meeting
Goolwa Boat Festival
Raft up @ Bantry Bay
WBA meeting
Repton Run, (dates chosen are mid-week as tides are not favorable for weekends around this time)
Classic Boat Fest on the foreshore of Lake Macquarie at Toronto
WBA meeting
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